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Abstract
Combinatorial optimization algorithms for graph problems are usually designed
afresh for each new problem with careful attention by an expert to the problem
structure. In this work, we develop a new framework to solve any combinatorial
optimization problem over graphs that can be formulated as a single player game
defined by states, actions, and rewards, including minimum spanning tree, shortest
paths, traveling salesman problem, and vehicle routing problem, without expert
knowledge. Our method trains a graph neural network using reinforcement learning
on an unlabeled training set of graphs. The trained network then outputs approxi-
mate solutions to new graph instances in linear running time. In contrast, previous
approximation algorithms or heuristics tailored to NP-hard problems on graphs
generally have at least quadratic running time. We demonstrate the applicability
of our approach on both polynomial and NP-hard problems with optimality gaps
close to 1, and show that our method is able to generalize well: (i) from training on
small graphs to testing on large graphs; (ii) from training on random graphs of one
type to testing on random graphs of another type; and (iii) from training on random
graphs to running on real world graphs.
Preprint. Under review.
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1 Introduction
A classic and important area in computer science and operations research is the domain of graph
algorithms and combinatorial optimization. The literature is rich in both exact (slow) and heuristic
(fast) algorithms [14]; however, each algorithm is designed afresh for each new problem with careful
attention by an expert to the problem structure. Approximation algorithms for NP-hard provide only
worst-case guarantees [37], and are not usually linear time, and hence not scalable. Our motivation
is to learn new heuristic algorithms for these problems that require an evaluation oracle for the
problem as input and returns a good solution in a pre-specified time budget. Concretely, we target
combinatorial and graph problems in increasing order of complexity, from polynomial problems
such as minimum spanning tree (MST), and shortest paths (SSP), to NP-hard problems such as the
traveling salesman problem (TSP) and the vehicle routing problem (VRP).
The aptitude of deep learning systems for solving combinatorial problems has been demonstrated
across a wide range of applications in the past several years [10, 6]. Two recent surveys of rein-
forcement learning methods [23] and machine learning methods [35] for combinatorial optimization
over graphs with applications have become available during the time of this writing. The power of
graph neural networks (GNNs) [38] and the algorithmic alignment between GNNs and combinatorial
algorithms has recently been studied [39]. GNNs trained using specific aggregation functions emulate
specific algorithms: for example a GNN aligns well [39] with the Bellman-Ford algorithm for shortest
paths.
Our work is motivated by recent theoretical and empirical results in reinforcement learning and graph
neural networks:
• GNN training is equivalent to a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm [39], hence GNNs
by themselves can be used to mimic algorithms with polynomial time complexity.
• Reinforcement learning methods with GNNs can be used to find approximate solutions to
NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems [10, 6, 18].
Combinatorial optimization problems may be solved by exact methods, by approximation algorithms,
or by heuristics. Machine learning approaches for combinatorial optimization have mainly used either
supervised or reinforcement learning. Our approach is unsupervised and is based on reinforcement
learning. We require neither output labels nor knowing the optimal solutions, and our method
improves by self play. Reinforcement learning methods can be divided into model-free and model-
based methods. In turn, model-free methods can be divided into Q-Learning and policy optimization
methods [25]. Model-based methods have two flavors: methods in which the model is given, such as
expert iteration [3] or AlphaZero [31], and methods that learn the model, such as World Models [15] or
MuZero [30]. AlphaZero has been generalized to many games [7], both multi-player and single-player
[12]. This work views algorithms on graphs as single-player games and learns graph algorithms.
The supplementary material includes a comprehensive list of supervised and reinforcement learning
methods used for combinatorial optimization of NP-Hard problems and a a classification of all
previous work by problem, method, and type.
Previous work using reinforcement learning and a GNN representation to solve combinatorial
problems targets individual problems with algorithms tailored for each problem. In contrast, this work
provides a general framework for model-free reinforcement learning using a GNN representation that
elegantly adapts to different problem classes by changing an objective or reward.
Our approach generalizes well from examples on small graphs, where even exhaustive search is easy,
to larger graphs; and the architecture works equally well when trained on polynomial problems such
as minimum spanning tree (MST) as on NP-hard problems such as the traveling salesman problem
(TSP), though training time is significantly larger for hard problems. We explore the limits of these
algorithms as well: for what kinds of problem classes, problem instances, and time budgets do they
outperform classical approximation algorithms, and when do classical algorithms outperform?
Our key contributions and conclusions are given below:
1. Linear running time complexity with optimality gaps close to 1. In general for all graph
problems, by construction our approximation running time is linear O(n+m) in the number
of nodes n and edges m, both in theory and in practice. For MST and SSP our running time
is linear O(m) in the number of edges. For TSP and VRP our running time is linear O(n)
2
in the number of nodes. Table 1 summarizes our key results for TSP. TSP approximation
algorithms and heuristics have runtimes that grow at least quadratically in the graph size.
On random Euclidean graphs with 100 nodes, our method is one to three order of magnitude
faster to deliver a comparable optimality gap, and this speedup improves as the graph size
increases. S2V-DQN [10], another reinforcement learning method, builds a 10-nearest
neighbor graph, and also has quadratic runtime complexity; on these graphs, our method
runs 52 times faster and obtains a lower (better) optimality gap, which is the ratio between a
method’s reward and the optimal reward. GPN [22] has runtime complexity O(n log n) with
a larger optimality gap and does not generalize as well nor easily extend to other problems.
Running times for solving MST using Prim’s algorithm is O(m logm) and the running
time for solving SSP using Dijkstra’s algorithm is O(n log n+m). For MST, running our
method on larger graphs (for longer times) results in optimality gaps that are close to 1,
converging to an optimal solution. Figures 4 shows our results and optimality gaps for MST.
2. Generalization on graphs. (i) From small to large random graphs: For MST, we generalize
from small to large graphs accurately. For TSP, we generalize from small to larger graphs
with median tour lengths (and optimality gaps) that are better than other methods; (ii)
Between different types of random graphs: For MST, we generalize accurately between
different types of random graphs as shown in Figure 5; and (iii) From random to real-world
graphs: For TSP, we generalize from random graphs to real-world graphs better than other
methods, as shown in Table 2.
3. A unified framework for solving any combinatorial optimization problem over graphs.
(A) We model problems that involve both actions on nodes and edges by using the edge-to-
vertex line graph. Figure 1(A) shows an example of a primal graph and its line graph. (B)
We model graph algorithms as a single player game as shown in Figure 1(B). (C) We learn
different problems by changing the objective or reward function as shown in Figure 1(C).
2 Unified Framework
Given a graph G = (V,E,W ), V = {1, . . . , n} is the set of vertices (nodes), E is the set of edges,
and W is the set of edge weights. For edges eij between nodes i and j in an undirected graph
wij = wji. |V | and |E| represent the number of vertices and edges in the graph. Given a node i,
N (i) denotes the set of its neighboring nodes.
Line graph. Given a primal graph G = (V,E,W ), the edge-to-vertex dual or line graph, G∗ =
(V ∗, E∗,W ∗), is defined so each edge in the primal graph corresponds to a node in the line graph:
V ∗ = E. Two nodes in the line graph are connected if the corresponding edges in the primal graph
share a node. Edge weights in the primal graph become node weights W ∗ in the line graph. Figure
1(A) illustrates the relationship between the primal and line graphs.
Graph generation. We learn MST and single-source shortest paths (SSP) by training and running
on five different types of random graphs: Erdo˝s-Rényi (ER) [13], Barabási-Albert (BA) [2], Stochastic
block model (SBM) [16], Watts-Strogatz (WS) [36], and Random regular (RR) [32, 17]. We learn
Method Runtime Complexity Runtime (ms) Speedup Optimality Gap
Gurobi (Exact) NA 3, 220 2, 752.1 1
Concorde (Exact) NA 254.1 217.2 1
Christofides O(n3) 5, 002 4, 275.2 1.029
LKH O(n2.2) 2, 879 2460.7 1
2-opt O(n2) 30.08 25.7 1.097
Farthest O(n2) 8.35 7.1 1.075
Nearest O(n2) 9.35 8 1.245
S2V-DQN O(n2) 61.72 52.8 1.084
GPN O(n logn) 1.537 1.3 1.086
Ours O(n) 1.17 1 1.074
Table 1: TSP running time complexity, runtime, speedup factor of our method, and optimality gap
(smaller is better) versus optimal, averaged over 1000 uniform random graphs each with 100 nodes.
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TSP and the vehicle routing problem (VRP) by training and running on complete graphs with different
numbers of random nodes drawn uniformly from [0, 1]2. For MST and SSP, edge weights are chosen
uniformly between 0 and 1 for pairs of nodes that are connected. For TSP and VRP, these weights are
the distances between the nodes. We also test our models on real-world graphs [28].
2.1 Problems over Graphs
Minimum Spanning Tree (MST). Given a connected and undirected graph G = (V,E,W ), the
MST problem is to find a tree T = (VT , ET ) with VT = V , ET ⊂ E minimizing the sum of the
edge weights WT ⊂ W . Algorithms for MST problems include Boruvka’s [24], Prim’s [27] and
Kruskal’s algorithm [19]; all are greedy algorithms with time complexity O(|E| log |V |).
Single-Source Shortest Paths (SSP). We consider the SSP problem with non-negative edge
weights. Given a connected and directed graph G = (V,E,W ) and a source vertex, the single-
source shortest paths problem is to find the shortest paths from the source to all other vertices. For the
single-source shortest paths problem with nonnegative weights, Dijkstra’s algorithm [11] complexity
is O(|V | log |V |+ |E|) using a heap. For the general single-source shortest paths problem, Bellman-
Ford [5] runs in O(|V ||E|). In addition, the Floyd–Warshall algorithm [9] solves the shortest paths
problem between all pairs of nodes with cubic time complexity O(|V |3).
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). Given a graph G = (V,E,W ), let V represent a list of
cities and W represent the distances between each pair of cities. The goal of TSP is to find the
shortest tour that visits each city once and returns to the starting city. TSP is an NP-hard problem.
Approximation algorithms and heuristics include LKH [21], Christofides [8], 2-opt [20, 1], Farthest
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Figure 1: Our unified framework: (A) The primal graph (white nodes and solid edges) and its edge-
to-vertex line graph (gray nodes and dashed edges). Two nodes in the line graph are connected if the
corresponding edges in the primal graph share a node. Notice that, while the number of primal edges
(7) is equal to the number of dual nodes (7), the number of dual edges (10) is not necessarily equal
to the number of primal nodes (6). (B) Combinatorial optimization as a single player game defined
by states, actions, and reward. Traversing a path (green) from the root to a leaf node (pink square)
corresponds to a solution for a problem. White nodes represent states and black nodes represent
actions. From each state there may be many possible actions (more than the two illustrated here)
representing the possible nodes or edges in the problem graph. The leaf nodes represent rewards
or costs such as the sum of weights in MST or length of tour in TSP. (C) Graph algorithms for
polynomial problems MST and SSP, and NP-hard problems TSP and VRP formulated as single player
games by reinforcement learning using states, actions, and reward. For MST, the state includes the
graph, line graph, weights, and selected edges T (red).
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Insertion and Nearest Neighbor [29]. Concorde [4] is an exact TSP solver. Gurobi [26] is a general
integer programming solver which can also used to find an exact TSP solution.
Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP). Given M vehicles and a graph G = (V,E) with |V | cities, the
goal of the VRP is to find optimal routes for the vehicles. Each vehicle m ∈ {1, ..,M} starts from the
same depot node, visits a subset V (m) of cities, and returns to the depot node. The routes of different
vehicles do not intersect except at the depot; together, the vehicles visit all cities. The optimal routes
minimize the longest tour length of any single route. TSP is a special case of VRP for one vehicle.
2.2 Learning Graph Algorithms as Single Player Games
We represent the problem space as a search tree. The leaves of the search tree represent all (possibly
exponentially many) possible solutions to the problem. A search traverses this tree, choosing a path
guided by a neural network as shown in Figure 1(B). The initial state, represented by the root node,
may be the empty set, a random state, or other initial state. Each path from the root to a leaf consists
of moving between nodes (states) along edges (taking actions) reaching a leaf node (reward). Actions
may include adding or removing a node or edge. The reward (or cost) may be the value of the solution,
for example a sum of weights or length of tour. For each problem, Figure 1(C) defines the states,
actions, and reward within our framework. In the supplementary material, we show that the single
player formulation extends our framework to other combinatorial optimization problems on graphs.
When the predictions of our neural network capture the global structure of the problem, this mecha-
nism is very efficient. On the other hand, even if the network makes poor predictions for a particular
problem, the search will still find the solution if run for a sufficiently long (possibly exponential)
time. The network is retrained using the results of the evaluation oracle on the leaf nodes reached by
the search to improve its predictions. In the context of perfect information games, [33] proved that a
similar mechanism converges asymptotically to the optimal policy.
3 Methods
We introduce a framework using model-free RL with a GNN representation. The framework is
general since solving different problems only requires changing the objective function, whereas the
architecture remains the same. Our framework uses a GNN to choose nodes. We transform problems
that require choosing edges, such as MST and SSP, into a node problem using the line graph. Our
framework is based on an encoder-decoder architecture, using a graph attention network (GAT) as the
encoder and attention model as the decoder. The architecture is illustrated in Figure 2. We begin by
computing the line graph, so that the edge weights become node weights (features). The primal and
line graph features are inputs to the GNN. For TSP, node coordinates are direct inputs to the GNN.
Encoder. The input is a graph G = (V,E,W ) with node features vi ∈ Rd for each node i ∈
{1, . . . , n} where n = |V | is the number of graph nodes.
The encoder of our framework is a graph attention network (GAT) [34], a type of GNN. Each layer
l = 1, ..., L of the GNN updates the feature vector at the i-th node as:
vli = αiiΘv
l−1
i +
∑
j∈N (i)
αijΘv
l−1
j , (1)
Figure 2: Architecture: given a graph for a combinatorial optimization problem, the features (city
coordinates for TSP and VRP and edge weights for MST and SSP) of the graph are encoded by a
graph neural network. The encoded features are passed into an attention mechanism to predict the
probabilities over the next nodes/edges. The next node/edge is selected according to this probability.
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where Θl is a learnable weight matrix, N (i) are the neighbors of the i-th node, and αlij are the
attention coefficients, defined as:
αlij =
exp(σ(zl
> [
Θlvli,Θ
lvlj
]
))∑
k∈N (i) exp(σ(zl
> [Θlvli,Θlvlk])) , (2)
where zl is a learnable vector, and σ(·) is the leaky ReLU activation function. Our GAT consists
of three layers l = 1, 2, 3. The last layer L of our GAT is a softmax which computes a vector of
probabilities over nodes.
The network recommends the node that maximizes this probability.
Decoder. The decoder uses an attention mechanism [18]. We describe the decoder in the context of
the TSP for simplicity. Suppose at the previous iteration, we selected node i with features vi and
neighborhood j ∈ N (i). Next, we compute the attention coefficients
αdecij , defined as:
αdecij = C tanh
(
(Φ1vi)
>(Φ2vj)/
√
dh
)
, (3)
where Φ1,Φ2 ∈ Rdh×d are learned parameters, dh is the hidden dimension, and C ∈ R is a constant.
The probabilities of selecting the next node of the graph are proportional to the attention coefficients
using the softmax.
Search. Efficient search algorithms for combinatorial optimization problems include beam search,
neighborhood search, and tree search. Here, we use the predicted edge/node probabilities to select
the next edge/node in the graph in a greedy fashion.
Algorithm. Given an input graph, the algorithm first computes its line graph (for problems that
require selecting edges). The node or edge weights are used as features for the GNN. The algorithm
first uses the GAT encoder to create a dense representation of the input graph. The algorithm then
loops for n iterations, using the decoder to select a primal node/edge to add, as an action. Loss is
calculated using the policy gradient of the rewards. Next, we present the solution to each problem
within our unified framework. Detailed pseudo-code for our algorithm, along with solutions for SSP
and VRP, are included in the supplementary material.
3.1 Solutions
MST. We consider graphs G = (V,E,W ), where W is the set of edge weights. Suppose we select
an edge by policy pi. Then the problem is formulated as finding a subset of edges Epi ⊂ E and
weights Wpi ⊂ W , such that T = (V,Epi,Wpi) is a tree, and among all trees, the sum of the edge
weights Wpi is minimal. The reward is defined as the negative sum of the edge weights:
r = −
(
I(T ) +
∑
e∈Epi
W (e)
)
, (4)
where I is an indicator function such that I(T ) = 0 if T is a tree and is a large value otherwise. To
search for an approximate solution for the MST problem we need to select edges. We therefore first
compute the dual graph, turning each edge in the primal into a node in the dual.
We define the dual (line) graph G∗ = (V ∗, E∗), where |V ∗| = |E|. The dual node features vi are the
primal edge weights wi for i ∈ {1, . . . , |E|}, such that vi = wi.
We train the GNN to learn node features vLi ∈ RdL in the line graph and obtain the probability
distribution p ∈ R|E| over edges in the primal graph. Our algorithm iteratively selects edges in the
primal and maintains the set of their adjacent nodes Vpi , until Vpi = V . At run time, if a state is not a
tree then it is penalized by a negative reward. Hence the GNN learns to identify trees in addition to
identifying low-weight edges.
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TSP. For the Euclidean TSP problem, we define our node features as a set of 2D coordinates
vi ∈ R2. The input to the GNN is the graph G = (V,E) and the node features v1, . . . ,vN . Our
goal is to find a permutation τ of nodes with the shortest tour length. In our RL framework, at each
iteration i, the state is the set of nodes τ(1), . . . , τ(i− 1) visited so far, and the action is the choice
of the next node τ(i) to visit. The reward is defined as the negative expected total tour length:
r = −
|V |∑
i
‖vτ(i) − vτ(i+1)‖2, (5)
where τ(|V |+1) = τ(1) represents the starting node. In each step, we use the probability distribution
pi over all unselected nodes to predict the next node to visit. Nodes that have already been selected
are masked by setting their probabilities to 0. TSP is a special case of VRP with a single vehicle.
4 Results
Overall, we performed experiments with multiple runs (predicting for ML methods, approximating
and running heuristics, or solving for optimality for non-ML methods) on various combinations of
problems, methods, number of graph nodes used during training, and number of graph nodes used
for running. We performed all experiments on the Google cloud with an NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU,
training for several hours, for each experiment. We compared the performance (reward) and running
time on the same graph instances across the various methods. Figure 3 shows that our approach
has linear running time in the number of graph nodes. The left panel shows running time for MST
on RR graphs and the right panel shows running time for TSP on random Euclidean graphs as we
increase the number of nodes in the graph from 1 to 1000. Figure 4 shows that our method converges
to optimality for polynomial problems and that our approach generalizes to larger graphs while
maintaining an optimality gap close to 1. Figure 5 shows that our approach generalizes from one type
of random graph to another while maintaining optimality gaps close to 1. Figure 6 shows that our
method generalizes well from training on small random Euclidean graphs to running on large graphs
for TSP. Table 2 shows that our method generalizes from random graphs to real-world graphs from
TSPLIB [28] while maintaining an optimality gap close to 1.
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Figure 3: (a) MST and (b) TSP running times of the decoder, and total time for 1000 graphs of sizes
1–1000. Each of a 1000 runs is performed on a single batch. The encoder is quite fast and is only run
once per graph and has output that is linear in the number of nodes; on these problems the median
running time of the encoder is under two milliseconds. Our method provides an approximation in
linear time O(n) in the number of graph nodes n.
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Figure 4: Generalization on MST from small to large random regular graphs: (a) Weights for our
method compared with Prim on graphs of increasing size. Our model is trained on graphs with 100
nodes and run on graphs with 100, 250, 500, 750 and 1000 nodes. For each graph size, we run our
algorithm and Prim’s algorithm on the exact same 1000 graphs. The quantiles increase for both
methods as we test on larger graphs. (b) Optimality gaps. As graph size increases, the quantiles in
the box-whiskers plot decrease.
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Figure 5: Generalization on MST between different random graph types. Values denote optimality
gaps over 1000 random graphs with 50 nodes each. Training from different graph types are grouped
together by color and leftmost labels. Our algorithm has excellent generalization from BA, ER, RR,
and WS random graphs with optimality gaps between 1.001-1.0037, and very good generalization
from SBM random graphs with optimality gaps between 1.034-1.037.
5 Conclusions
In this work we provide a unified framework using reinforcement learning with a GNN representation
for learning to approximate different problems over graphs. Our framework is the first to use the
line graph for operating on either nodes or edges, and solves different problems by changing the
reward function. We present comprehensive studies of generalization from small to large random
graphs, between different types of random graphs, and from random to real-world graphs. Finally, we
demonstrate linear running times in both theory and practice, running orders of magnitudes faster
than other methods with very good optimality gaps. In future work we plan on learning to decompose
extremely large instances into parts, solve each part, and combine the partial solutions into a whole.
We also plan on meta-learning combinatorial optimization problems over graphs by transfer learning
between different reducible problems, learning to learn from the solution of one problem to another.
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Figure 6: Generalization on TSP from small to large random Euclidean graphs: (a) Comparison of
tour lengths of different methods. Our model is trained on graphs with 100 nodes and run on 1000
graphs with 250 nodes. All methods are compared on the same 1000 graphs. (b) Optimality gaps
between each method and Concorde which computes the optimal.
5.1 Broader Impact
Our work has broader implications in the fields of Computer Science and Operations Research for
automatically learning algorithms on graphs. Traditionally, approximation algorithms and heuristics
for each problem have been developed by computer scientists. In contrast, our unified framework
learns graph algorithms without expert knowledge. As a result, our approach eliminates the need to
develop approximations and heuristics tailored to each problem.
We build neural network architectures with linear runtimes by construction. Perhaps most importantly,
our results yield optimality gaps close to 1 for real world problems on graphs. In a similar fashion
to computer programs that play chess in a league of their own, we envision that our work is a step
towards learning graph algorithms that improve and out-perform human algorithms developed over
decades in the field.
With an automated approach, it is important to consider the limitations in explainability. Automati-
cally learning combinatorial optimization algorithms on graphs presents a challenge for humans to
understand the resulting algorithms which may present a challenge in mission-critical applications.
On the other hand, it is generally easy to check the quality of a proposed solution.
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TPSLIB Exact RL Approx.
Instance Concorde Ours GPN S2V-DQN Farthest 2-opt Nearest
eil51 426 439 485 439 448 452 514
berlin52 7,542 7,681 8,795 7,734 8,121 7,778 8,981
st70 675 684 701 685 729 701 806
eil76 538 555 591 558 583 597 712
pr76 108,159 112,699 118,032 111,141 119,649 125,276 153,462
rat99 1,211 1,268 1,472 1,250 1,319 1,351 1,565
kroA100 21,282 21,452 24,806 22,335 23,374 23,306 26,856
kroB100 22,141 22,488 24,369 22,548 24,035 23,129 29,155
kroC100 20,749 21,427 24,780 21,468 21,818 22,313 26,327
kroD100 21,294 21,555 23,494 21,886 22,361 22,754 26,950
kroE100 22,068 22,267 23,467 22,820 23,604 25,325 27,587
rd100 7,910 8,243 8,844 8,305 8,652 8,832 9,941
eil101 629 650 704 667 687 694 825
lin105 14,379 14,571 15,795 14,895 15,196 16,184 20,363
pr107 44,303 44,854 55,087 44,780 45,573 46,505 48,522
pr124 59,030 59,729 67,901 61,101 61,645 61,595 69,299
bier127 118,282 120,672 134,089 123,371 127,795 136,058 129,346
ch130 6,110 6,208 6,457 6,361 6,655 6,667 7,575
pr136 96,772 98,957 110,790 100,185 104,687 103,731 120,778
pr144 58,537 60,492 67,211 59,836 62,059 62,385 61,651
ch150 6,528 6,729 7,074 6,913 6,866 7,439 8,195
kroA150 26,524 27,419 30,260 28,076 28,789 28,313 33,610
kroB150 26,130 27,165 29,141 26,963 28,156 28,603 32,825
pr152 73,682 79,326 85,331 75,125 75,209 77,387 85,703
u159 42,080 43,687 52,642 45,620 46,842 42,976 53,637
rat195 2,323 2,384 2,686 2,567 2,620 2,569 2,762
d198 15,780 17,754 19,249 16,855 16,161 16,705 18,830
kroA200 29,368 30,553 34,315 30,732 31,450 32,378 35,798
kroB200 29,437 30,381 33,854 31,910 31,656 32,853 36,982
ts225 126,643 130,493 147,092 140,088 140,625 143,197 152,494
tsp225 3,916 4,091 4,988 4,219 4,233 4,046 4,748
Mean Opt. Gap 1 1.032 1.144 1.045 1.074 1.087 1.238
Table 2: TSP generalization from random graphs to real world graphs, comparing tour lengths of
different methods. TSPLIB [28] instance suffixes denote number of nodes. Concorde computes the
optimal tour. Mean optimality gap of each method appears in the last row, and our method performs
best. RL methods GPN, S2V-DQN, and ours are trained on random Euclidean graphs with 100 nodes.
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